Installation Instructions for a Flush Mount, Series 1200W Seat

Note: This is a premium product!
Please use caution at all stages of installation! Moving and Installation of this seat is a two-man job!

1. Once the Crate Cover has been removed, remove 5/16"-18 hex screws holding seat to Flush Mount Adapters underneath and in rear of seat.

2. Place seat somewhere safe and preferably on something soft (e.g. foam, shipping blanket, etc.).

3. Remove the Flush Mount Adapters secured to the palette.

4. Attach the Flush Mount Adapters to the bare aluminum fixture provided creating an Adapter Assembly. The bare aluminum fixture should be mounted on the REAR of the Surface Mount Adapters.

5. As a unit, place this Adapter Assembly at the desired mounting site. To assure accuracy of installation, use a straight edge on the front and back of the Adapter Assembly. Once the Adapters are mounted, the fixture must be removed.

6. Replace seat onto Adapters, front first and secure in rear with screws provided!

For further instructions on the Series 1200W Seat, see Series 1200 Mounting Instructions!